UCF Wrestling Club Members Use the Week Away from School to Help Hurricane Irma Victims

UCF Wrestling Club team members flexing their muscles around Orlando during Hurricane Irma cleanup. (L-R: UCF students Tarek Mokhtar-in red and Jesse Gaudin-UCF shirt and UCF alumnus and Coach CJ Cook-tan shirt)
UCF Wrestling club cleaned up debris and tree limbs in several Central Florida communities.
(L-R: UCF alumnus and Coach CJ Cook-tan shirt, UCF students Tarek Mokhtar-red shirt and Jesse Gaudin-UCF Shirt)

UCF Wrestling Club members spent several days in several neighborhoods cleaning up.
(L-R: UCF students Junior Francois-purple shirt, Randolph Prudhomme-black UCF Shirt, Jesse Gaudin-black shirt and sunglasses and Ethan Venosa-blue shirt.)

UCF alumnus and Club Wrestling Coach CJ Cook (left) and UCF student and Wrestling Club member Jesse Gaudin (right) dropped off 720 pounds of food and water for the Knights Helping Knights Pantry restocking drive.
Wrestling Club at UCF members Jacob Toledo (left) and Junior Francois (right) help out an Orlando homeowner after Hurricane Irma.
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